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OLGA’S application to become an at'-
filiate of the United Democratic
Front, South Africa‘s largest anti-
apartheid alliance, was accepted at
the UDF Western Cape General
Council meeting on 30 March.

OLGA views this as a mostsignificant
development in our history, and in-
deed as an important event in the his-
tory of the progressive lesbian and
gay movement in South Africa.

Member Sheila Lapinsky outlined the
significance of this step. “The list of
OLGA’s aims as listed in our constitu-
tion is to work towards a non-mcial.
democratic South Africa. Our becom-
ing .an affiliate of [he UDF will
shengthen both OLGA and the UDF in
working towards this end.

OLGA membels arrive at the Grand Parade rally to welcome Nelson M

"Out affiliation is also an impottant step
with regard to our second aim. namely
to situate the lesbian and gay struggle
Within the context of the total liberation
stmggle in South Africa, OLGA‘s
presence within the UDF will provide a
profile for the lesbian and gay struggle
amongst a broad sector of the mass
democratic movement, This sector in—
cludes organisations with which we
Would normally have little or no contact,
such as the Hostel Dwellers” Associa~
tion, the Squatteis’ Association, and
Call of Islam. In addition, the COSATU
regional executive are present at UDF
forums as observers.
"Thirdly, to speak purely in terms of
realpolitilc, our affiliation allows us to
represent lesbian and gay interests in
the decision— and policyimaktng bodies
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andela on the day of his release

OLGA AFFILIATES TO U.D.F.
of the ingest pm-dernomtic alliance in
the country."

As a side-effect, OLGA anticipates that
our presence within the UDF will make
it that much harder for any homophobic
altitudes within the mass democratic
movement to go unquestioned Hope-
fully, one result ofthis will be that more
and more lesbian and gay activists will
feel safe about coming out.

And apart from out having this underly-
ing influence, OLGA will be in a posi»
tion to provide formal programmes and
workshops around the lesbian and gay
issue for individual U'DF affiliates, and
also for the UDF’s Education and Trail}
ing programme. Says Sheila: "There is
a great need for education of the most
basic kind around simply what
cont. overleaf



 

 

NEWS FROM I.L.G.A.
AFRICA
Until recently, the only lesbian and/or
gay organisation - ‘ Alrica of which the
lnlemntionml Lesbian and Guy Associa-
lion was awaxe, were organisations in
South Africa. But this year, lLGA
reports that it has heard of a gay 0i-
ganisation in Ghana, and a lesbian and
gay organisation in Liberia. The
Liberian organisation, bleed in Mon-
rovia, is named Club Lambda and was
founded two years ago. Its goals include
outreach to lesbians. AIDS education,
the nmning of support groups ta discuss
petsonal pmblems, and a social event at
least once a month. Liberian society is
sevelely repressive of homosexuality.

OLGA is attempting to make contact
with both these organisations.

 

RUMANIA
In the wake ofthe demomdc revolution
in Rummia, information is emerging
about repression and tenure of gay men
under the Ceaucescu regime. For ex-
ample, in a 1986 crackdown more than
100 gay men were arrested and tortured.

They were released 8 months later under
a general amnesty.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
The recent change to democratic
government in Czechoslovakia has led
to developments in the gay community
Which are taking place at a "dizzying“
pace, according to a spokespeison [mm
the Prague-based Lambda Czechosi
lovakia. Prague ‘now has 3 sepamte
gay/lesbian groups, and organisations
are being set up in seveml other cities.
There is a "race to {0m gay goups
throughout the country."

 

We are everywhere!   
from page one
is meant when a person says they ate
lesbian or gay. Many people do not
know, and are curious. about basic
issues such as how a man or woman
can conceive of giving up the pose
sibility of hnving children in a
nuclear family setiup and so on."

As many readers willlmow, the UDF
was established in 1983 to co-or-
dimte resistance to the hicameml
parliamentary system. It mpidly
grew to a stage where it now has over
700 affiliates. The seven: repression
to which the From, its affiliates and
its leadeis have been subjected in the
Sraml—a-half years of the UDF‘S existr
enoe. is testimony to its tenacity and
success in presenting a challenge to the
apartheid state.

What are the practical imglicntions of
our affiliag'on l'or OLgiA members?

1. OLGA has representation at UDF
Cape Town Region meetings and also at
UDF Western Cape General Council
meetings.

 

2. All members have access to the
monthly UDF Education and Twining
sessions. At diese broad fomms, open to
all members of all affiliates, program—
mes are presented on topics such as the
significance of necent developments in
Eastern Europe. OLGA aims to keep
members informed of these meetings.

3. Via the OLGA core group. any memr
bets can take pan in any of the UDF
working groups, known as "desks".
These include desks for Culture, Media,
Women and Labour.
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We rejoice with OLGA member Ivan
Toms that the appeal against his lsimonth
sentence fur refusing to serve in the
Defence Force, was announced as suc-
cessful on 30 March. Handing downjudg-
ment in respect of both Ivan and David
Brunet the Appellate Division ruled that
the interpretation of the Defence Act on
which their sentences were based - namely
that theie is a mandatory sentence forcon-
scientious objectms — was erroneous. lt
furthet ruled that Ivan’s sentence should
be 9 months - which Ivan has aheady
servedi

We wish Ivan all the best as he at last
resumes life withouttheinterferenceofthe
long arm of the law unto itself. Freedom-
loving South Africans will not forget his
courage I
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4. AI OLGA core group meetings. there
will be report-baeks hem UDF meet-
ings, and the formulation ofOLGA man-
dates will take place.

* OLGA is Sending copies ofour revised
pamphlet to all Western Cape affiliate
organisations

* OLGA provided six mmhals for the
A.N.C. rally on the 29 April.

The extent to which OLGA is able to
make its presence felt within the UDF
will depend central]y on the amount of
personpower we have to draw from..

Now begins the next Chilplcl’ in (tin
struggle for total liberation.
   

Some teadeis may Qwondedng why
OLGA’s decision to seek affiliation to
the UDF was made only in December
last year, when we have been in existr
enee since October 1987. The reason is
that it is only since the establishment of
the OLGA Forums last year, and the
supponive response to them from
progressive lesbians mid gays, that thc
OLGA core group has felt that OLGA
was sufficiently strong and viable as an
organisation to take this step
   



THE PINK FLAG FLIES AGAIN AT U.C.T.
April 1990 has seen the re-launching
at the University of Cape Town of the
Gay and Lesbian Association
(GALA), a society which was con—
ceived to serve the needs of the ap-
proximately thousand-stroug campus
gay and lesbian community.

The inauguml meeting of GALA, on
April 3, attaxcted a large tumout of near—
ly 40 women and men, all of whom ex-
prssed their excitement and enthusiasm
about the society and its futute. One
could not help feeling that there was a
hint of history in the air: the meeting was
the first of its kind at UCI‘ in nearly two
yeaxs.
It was decided at the inaugutal meeting
that the aims of GALA would be
twofold: firstly, to provide an environ-
ment for gay and lesbian people to meet
each other free from all the homophobia
and misconceptions of the wider student
culture; and secondly, to raise lesbian
and gay issues on campus, bringing them
to the foeground ofthe vigorous UCF
political debate,
The elected steering committee was
mandated to organise another meeting
and a social At the second meeting, on

April II, a committee of4 members - 2
women and 2 men - was elected, to co—
ordinate GALA activities for the coming
years A resolution committing GALA to
non-racism. non—sexism and democmtic
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  10 BE YOURSELF

practice was adopted It was decided
that non-sexism would be entrenched in
the society constitution by a clause that
would reqm’re balanced representation
ofmen and women in all future conunit—
tees. The social was held the following
evening at a member's home in Obser~
vatotyI Again the fitst of its kind {or
UCI' for 2 yeats, the event was wellat—

tended and inspired a gem deal of
humour, fun and general enjoyment

Projects that GALA intends to take up
include a campaign to get all campus
political and ethical organisations totake
a stand on gay rights, and a drive to
increase the coverage of gay isues in the
student press, There is also a possibility
of OLGA involvement on campus in-
creasing through liaison with GALA and
its sub—committees.
Most GALA members were in agree-
ment that much still needs to be done to
improve conditions on a homophobic
campus like UCF. GALA members ac
count for only 5% of the total gay and
lesbian studentpopulation: where ate the
others? And if anyone needed any con—
vincing as to the hostility and hatred that
gay and lesbian students still face at
UCT, they need only have a glanced at
the posters advertising the GALA in-
augural meen'ng: of those that had not
been torn down, many had graffiti writ-
ten on them: "FUCK OFF'
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WHILE welcoming any discussion of
lesbian sexuality, esp. from a feminist
perspective, I found some aspects of
“More Lesbian Lust“ (OLGA newslet-
ter, Jan 1990) disturbing. Womyu‘s
sexuality (whether gay or snaight) is an
area that has a history of being
obliterated by patriarchy and re-defiued
with endless lists of prescribed "do’s
and don‘ts". 1n the struggle to reclaim
and liberate out sexuality, it‘s all too
easy to set up new lists of what we
should (and shouldn’t) be doing, there-
by undermining our self»confideuce.
Thus when I mad that "sexual satisfac—
tion is a necessary part of our contdbu—
tion to the struggle", plus the message
that "frequent orgasms" ate obligatory,
my heart sank. Sutely this isjust a more
subtle form of the oppressive message
that if you aren’t "doing it", you are
somehow incomplete as a womyu ~ and
according to this article, you aren’t a
proper feminist or lesbian either!

Suzanna Rose is no doubt doing sterling
work, but why is She limiting the ex-
perience ot'womyn’s sexuality to sexual
activity - a tradition imported direct
fmm patriarchal assumptions about
sexuality. What about those ofus who

Send letters to:
L0 OLGA NEWS

02.» P404 Box 7315
a Roggehaai
" ‘ 8012

are celibate (either by choice, or, more
painfully, because no loving partnership
presents itsell) and are trying to express
our sexuality through affectionate inter—
action with our friends, creative
projects. passionate involvement in
causes. enjoyable non-sexual physical
activity such as exercise, massage,
ammathemPY, etc? Why ate these op-
tions, which surely reflect the feminist
belief that our sexuality is a holistic and
ongoing pan of our lives and ex-
perience, made invisible and somehow
inadequate, not only by patriarchal
society, but by our sisters?

Let‘s wise up - sexuality isn’t just sex,
Which in turn isn’t just something
naughty but nice, to be compulsorily
"indulged" in. complete with "how to"
instructions, This both compartmen-
talises and trivialises (just as
patn'archy’s always done) a force we‘re
trying to reclaim as anexpression of our
uniqueness, a healing powei, an ex-
perience of freedom. Good luck
everyone!

Helen

I AM a lucky (person) man as I have a
friend who put me on the mailing list for
OLGA NEWS‘ I have always avoided
groupings by sexuality. but OLGA’s
wide perspective leads me to feel much
less threatened by the ways sexual
groups have tended todefine themselves
in the limited way steteotypically
produced by conventional categorizing.
I almost feel safe enough to appear at a
live person meeting — but not quite safe
enough yet: why 7

I was disappointed with the incitements
to lusting and butchery. a regession to
defining in terms of male-genitally-
preoccupied styles and forms of exist-
ence — how boring. I refer to the article
"More lesbian lust" in the January issue.

Is there a place in OLGA for any kind of
alternative to the above-mentioned
genital relations - e.g. androgyny and
celibacy 'I
Anon

I WAS most interested in the article
"More lesbian lust" in the January issue,
But I was rathet disturbed by Suzanna
Rose’s statement that: "as women
sexual satisfaction is a necessary part of
our contribution to the struggle."

What can this mean 7 If Suzanna is
suggesting that people who are sexually
satisfied are more likely to have excess
energy {or other activities such as politi»
continuedpage 6



OLGA AND THE A.N.C'
CONSTITUTIONAL GUIDELINES
"The constitution of the new
democratic South Africa will be the
product of a freedom struggle. and
sllttllld in its every clause breathe the
spirit of liberty. All South Africans
should see themselves reflected in it
and protected by it."
mmSachs, "Judges andgender: the

Cnnxtiluliwtul rights of wnmen in a past-
aparlheid South Africa”, 1989‘

In August 1988 the ANC issued its draft
Constitutional Guidelines for a future
democratic South Africa, and has since
then called for feedback to this document
from inside the county. Since January
this year, OLGA has been working on
the formulation of proposals for the
protection of lesbian and gay rights in a
future constitutional dispensation, to be
submitted to the MOS Legal and Con-
stitutional Affaiis Department on com»
pletion.

This is a latge—scalc and challenging
project, but there is no shortage of en,
thusiasm amongst those working on it.
Emma Goldman wrote. "If we can’t
(1ch [0 ii, iI'S not our Ievolution." II

feels as il'we find ourselves in a "revolu-
tion" of which we as lesbians and gays
can feel we are fully at part. It‘s an un»
familiar feeling 7 but certainly not an
unpleasant one!

What have we done so far, and what are
our guiding principles '1
Preliminary discussions in the OLGA
cote group were followed by broad
debate in the OLGA Fomm held in mid-
Febmary. From this meeting avclunteer
Working Group was set up, and at the
Forum on 22 April the Working Group
presented its work to date for feedback.
From these various gatherings, the fol»
lowing have emerged as the principles
and pmoeduies which we will adopt:—

1. We will press formaximum protection
of lesbian and gay rights. Lesbian and
gay rights should be given explicit ex-
pression, and not merely be assumed to
be included under broad statements
about nonetliscrimination, equal in-
dividual rights and so on.

This is based on the analysis that lesbians
and gays me not only a minority group,
but a group with a history of oppression.
Bearing in mind the experiences of les-
bins and gays in other countries, it was
felt that an explicit approach was the
only way to guarantee mlcquatc protec-
tinn in the face of the possibility of
homophobic intlividuttljudjcial officers.
It was noted, though, that while we need

to he assertive we should also take care
10 be strategic and not divisive.

2. In keeping with the deciston to push
f0r maximum protection, it was decided
that we will press for:-
(a) Amendments to the Constitutional
Guidelines such that pmvision is made
for the specific protection of lesbian and
gay rights in both the Constitution itself,
and the Bill of Rights section of the
Constitution.

(b) A ChanerofLesbiau and Gay Rights.
to be appended to the Constitution
together with othet Charters (e.g.
Women’s, Workers’). Amongst other
things, this Charter will call for the
revision of all cuneht legislation which

 

discriminates (whether by commission
or omission) against lesbians and gays.
Into this category falls, of Coulse. the
legislation which makes gay and (since
March 1988) lesbian behaviour a
Criminal offence.

(c) A detailed motivating document, set,
ting out why we believe that lesbian and
gay rights should be specifically
protected.

3. Our initial submission to the ANC will
comprise our proposed amendments to
the Costitutional Guidelines, together
with the motivating document.The Les-
btau and Gay Chatter is a longer—term
project; but in the meantime we will
inform the ANC that it is in the process
of being drawn up and endorsed, and we
may send them a provisional version

4.lf we expect the ANC to take our
proposals really seriously, then we need
to obtain support for them on as wide a
basis as possible. This means that we
need to canvass support amongst the
widest possible lesbian and gay con»
stituency in South Africa, and also
amongst nourlcsbian/gay allies This of
course has widcrteaching implications
for the scope of the project as a whole

4

and will involve completely new terrain
for OLGA.

(As a preliminary step in this process, a
letter is being sent to lesbian and gay
organisations nationwide informing
them of what we am doing, and that we
will be requesting their participation).

in D il Commen n
the h'rt r fL bi 11 nd
S iay Rights
A Chatter of Lesbian and Gay Rights
would be directly comparable in nature
to a Women’s Charter or a Wotkets'
Charter. It would cite concrete instances
of lights and remedies in relatively
specific form. covering axeas such as
employment,palenting and health,

It would have definite legal authority,
being used to assist in the interpretation
of the Constitution and other actual
legislation In this regard it is interesting
to note Albie Sachs' comments on a
Charter of Women’s Rights. Such a
Chatter, he writes, "would have a special
status as both a general code and as a
point of reference for interpreting the
Bill of Rights and fox drafting relevant
legislation." [Albie Sachs, op cit]

At the Forum an 22 April, the Working
Group presented draft wording for the
amendments to the Constitutional
Guidelines and {or the Charter, and also
a dxaft outline of the motivating docu-
ment The Forum made recommenda-
tions {or improvements. which have
been xefened hack to the WoikingGroup
as it cnntinues to work on refining the
documents.

CHARTER CAMPAIGN
The Forum endowed the proposal that
OLGA initiate a nationwide campaign in
order to publicise and elicit support (or
the Charter of Lesbian and Gay Rights,
Such a campaign could potentially, of
course, be vast in scope; its scale will be '
largely dictated to us by considerations
of personpowet and funding.

* Additional volunteers for the Constitu~
tional Guidelines project would be most
welcome. If interested contact Julia tel.
47660| (h).

Forward!

 



ALBIESACHS ONSOUTH AFRICA’S
CONSTITUTIONALFUTURE:
Some Quotes From Recent Writings
Albie Sachs is a senior member of the ANC Legal and Constituional Affaixs Dept.
 

From "Towatds a Bill of Rights in a
Democratic South Africa." March
1988:—

* “There will be a Bill of Rights which
eutxeuches basic individual rights for all
citizens. Any individual discriminated
against on the gonads of belonging to
any minority (or majority) gtoup, will
have appropriate legal recourse This is
the gnamntee olequztl individual rights."

* "What will be gmmuteed will be the
ihviolahility of the home, freedom to
pursue family life and general fieedom
of the pexsonality,"

* "Finally, it should be mentioned that
there will be other constitutionally
protected group rights Which by their
nature will necessarily cut across line
guistic and ethnic dividesl Thus the
workels of South Africa, who today are
playing a key role in the fight to destroy
apartheid and build a new South Africa,
will receive extensive constitutional
recognition in the form both of in,
dividual and of collective rightsl
Similarly, South African women, also
active in combat, and the victims of spe-
cial social and legal disabilities, should
have the right not only to be free from
discrimination but to call upon special
Iesources so as [0 overcome the legacy
ofpast discrimination. Other groups that
could merit special constitutional recog-
nition could be children, the aged, hand,
icapped persons and victims ofapartheid
persecution. In none of these cases
would the question of nice or ethnicity

enterl Group rights will exist, but they
will be the rights of workels, women and
so on, not of racial groups."

* "The new Bill ofRighIs, democratic in
its mode of adoption and democratic in
its content, will provide the legal
framework whereby the injustices of the
past can be redressed and each and every
person, whatever his or her background,
will be able to act as a free person and to
enjoy the benefits of freedom in the land
of her or his hinh."

From "A Bill of Rights for South Al'n‘ca:
Axeas ong1eemeut andDisagreemeut,"
October 1989:-

”‘ "The question of the right to be dife
fetent and the right of privacy has many
other dimensions, some of which will be
Iefened to later. One aspect which
merits immediate attention is whethex
them should be a constitutional prohibi-
tion against discrmination based on
sexual preference. Many gay rights
groups have raised the question in broad
terms with the ANC, whose Director of
Publicity has made it clear that sexual
behaviour between consenting adults
should be regarded as a private matter
and not be subject to any penallsatjon.
The whole question touches on a variety
of cultural sensibilities, and clearly
needs to be handled with dignity and
sensitivity, without pandering to back—
wardness and homophobia and bearing
in mind the special contribution which
the South African gay community has
itself to make towards filming the right
answer."

 Another shot of the OLGA banner at the Mandela Rally 5

U.C.T. S.R.C.
RESOLUTION
On 4 April the University of Cape
Town SlR.C. passed a resolution on
homophobia, in terms of which it
committed itself to: "take an active
stand against homophobia and dis-
crimination against lesbians and
homosexuals"; to embark on a
process of educating itself as an
54R.C., and its sub-cummittees,
around lesbian and gay rights; and
to support the Gay and Lesbian Ase
sociatiou in "working against
homophobia on campus,"
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DEVELOPMENT
STUDIES
The U.W‘C.-based Centre for
Development Studies has formally
invited OLGA to participate in its
progmmme. The Centre was estal}
lished 2 yeaxs ago to initiate and fund
research with regard to the planning
of the socioeconomic structuxes of
a future South Africa. The C.I).S.
holds itself accountable to the mass
democmtic movement, and the par-
ticipation of all organisations linked
to the MDM is the ccmemlone of its
shuclurel There are 8 study com-
missions, dealing with: education,
law, economy. planning, women,
land. culture, and health We can
send reps to my of these.
This is an opportunity for us to par
ticipate in wider debates about the
future of South Africa, and it also
raises the possibility of funding for
lesbian and gay-related research.
Anyone who is interested should
contact the OLGA cote group.

LESBIAN
S E X U A L l T Y
GROUP
The Lesbian Sexuality Group
recently decided to become a suhr
gtoup within OLGA. This arrange-
ment seems destined to be of mutual
benefit to both groups.
The Lesbian Sexuality Group meets
on the second Wednesday of every
month at 7.30pm, at |2 Nuttall Rd,  



LESBIAN "BEDDEATH": APOST—MORTEMbyEngela
Nate: "Bed death" refers to the phenomenon ofmarked decline in sexual activity within an intimate relatiomhip.

Ever since we were informed, at
Suzanna Rose’s talk last November,
that lesbian "bed death" was an elf:-
eial slatistieal reality, the lesbian
sexuality group have been trying
(among other things) to find a
theoretical explanation for this.
As discussions continued, both inside
the group and outside, various pos-
sibilities were suggested:

* According to the original statistical
finding (in a study done in the U.S.),
lesbian couples hequently experience a
marked decline in sexual activity after a
period of time,
Although most women in the sludy
stated that this did not have a major
effect on their relationships, they fie-
queutly gave it as a reason for eventually
breaking up. When this thesis is
scrutinised me fallowing comes to light:
A study could be conducted in which
equal populations of heterosexual. les—
bian and gay couples are asked to name
their reasons for breaking up. If the
number of lesbian couples that break up
as a result of sexual factors is not Sig:
nificantly higher thanthe number of such
couples in the other populatiom, one
crucial question would be answered: les~
biaus do have less sex than other groups,
but do sexual pmhlems have a greater

 

 

MoreBackchat
-czil activism. I cannut acceptthis as logi—
cal. And Suzanna surely knows about
the concepl of sublimation, i.e. the un-
conscious diversion of sexual energy
towards other channels 7
What’s more, Snzauua‘s statement
brings to my mind nightmare visions of
toboth'ke clones, programmed to regu-
late every tiniest aspect of their lives in
accordance with some assumed consen»
sus about the demands of the struggle
Bill we all know that people in geneml
do not (thank heavens) live their lives
like that.
In expressing these views [don't wish to
sound calping. Butl’d hate [or us to get
lost in a sea of rhetoric which does not
stand up to examination.
Best wishes
Val

HAVING attended several meetings of
the lesbian sexuality group, I'd like to
use the letteis page of OLGA NEWS to
express my appreciation to all the
women who attend this group, for their
attimde of openness and sharing, This
has made the meetings an extremely
wonhwhile experience, for this par-
ticipant at least. Thank you !
Amber  

impact on their relationships than on
everybody elee’s? II this is not the case,
a re-evaluation of the "syndiome" of les—
bian "bed death" is necessary.

* It is also possible that the original
questionnaire may not have been clear
enough on the difference between the
questions: "Did the relationship end as a
result of the cessation of sexual ac-
tivity?" or "Did it end because of sexual
reasons?" Sexual problems are usually
very complex, and by simply asking
people to Lid 3 block. one could risk
making unwarranted deductions.
“ Mostly women grow up with a dif-
ferent attitude towards sex than men.
Women are socialised to be caring and
to invest a lot of emotional energy in
intimate relationshipsi The social con-
ditioning of men on the other hand has
made them (particularly heterosexual
men) notorious for exploitative,
pleasure-hunt'mg dispositions when it
cmnesto sex. 'I‘hisisnn doubt part ofthe
greater patriarchal scheme of things, but
be that as it may, women still find them-
selves prey to these attitudes, whether
they are lesbians or not, The gathering
of all ofthese things into one relationship
is quite clearly a hieedingiground t‘or
complexities.

* The monogamous, forever faithful and

sexually fulfilled couple brought to us by
the heterosexual world, which according
to all evidence does not exist anyway, is
very much a patriarchal institution. Is
there any reason,apai1 from the delibera-
tions of this institution, to believe that
two people can sexually fulfil each other
for the rest of their lives? Are lesbian
couples sexually maladjusted. or is the
ideology of monogamy killing off
people’s sexuality?
There is no doubt that most women in the
group felt quite threatened by the heavy
label of "lesbian bed death" suddenly
cascadingdown upon them, although the
"syndrome" was often recognised. But
it would certainly be unfair to declare
lesbians sexually deceased because of
this statistically proveu phenomenon.
One should be cautious about moulding
sexuality into inappropriate categories:
categories have a way of gaining lives ol‘
their own and as such oppress people.
To ealllesbian couples‘ panicular sexual
patterns "problematic", is to employ an
often invisible norm, We should be
careful of letting norms rule our sexual
expression

OLGA dIArY
Video Evening
We will be showing further episodes of
the BBC Channel 4 magazine
pmgmmme OUT ON TUESDAY

Sunday 20 May, 5.30 — 9.30 pm
12 Nuttall Rd, Obsevatory
Please bring food and drink to share.

Forum Planning
Workshop on the Politics of
Sexuality
Wednesday 30 May, 6.00 pm

     

   

  

o Summons '
1? ANC Meet

PRICE INCLD. POST. CAPETOWN RtS-REST Ry. kg. -
EURDPE/DK rag - N. AMEp-chr—R 2+ ‘AUSTRAUA g“

wane 12> OLinfoslx 7315,20q463RMI80I2, 2.5.5;

l2 Nnttall Rd, Observatory
Please bring interesting articles & ideas.
For further information tel. Mikki
243789

Lesbian Sexuality Group
Wednesday 13 June, 730 pm
12 Nuttall Rd, Observatory

Forum on The Polties of
Sexuality
Sunday 17 June, 7.30 » 9.30 pm
l2 Nuttall Rd. Observatory
Please bring food and drink to sham

 

   



Finally, forthose ofyou who may have missed these articles in the pres

NEWS BRIEFS
H.GA ANNUALCONFERENCE

Member Sheila Lapinsky has been in-
vited ta be a keynote speaker at the an-
nual conference of the International Les-
bian and Gay Association, to be held in
Stockholm 0n 1 — 7 July, Sheila’s fare is
being sponsored by the Riksforbundet
for Sexueth likaberattigande (Swedish
Federation for Gay and Lesbian Rights),
an organisation comprising 7000 mem—
bels. OLGA is excited at this wonderful
opportunity for us to make contact with
our sislexs and brothers on the global
flout.

PINK PAPER

When two OLGA members visited the
UK. in January. the staff of the London
weekly gay and lesbian newspaper The
Pink Paper verykindly offered to donate
to OLGA a free ainnail subscription.
Copies ofthis intexesting publication ate
arriving regulady. Anyone who wants
to bormw copies should Contact Peter
tel‘6892866.

OLGA IN PRINT
“ The 7 March issue ofthe University of
Cape Town student newspaper, Varsity,
carried a short interview with twoOLGA
membels in an article titled "Lesbian and
gay activists."
* The March issue of Style magazine
(nationwide cilculation approximately
60 000) carried a letter from OLGA
protesting against a homophobic article
in the October issue of the magazine.

Judge urges leniency in sod

* The Weekly Mail of 12 April can'ied a
lengthy letter from OLGA in which we
repudiated 3 WM article which stated,
on the basis of "scientific" evidence, that
most South African gays were affluent.

* A revised, updated version of the
OLGA pamphlet was recently pxinted,

LILACS LIVES

Former members of LILACS, that fun—
filled, fearless, feisty (Tlmt’x enauglu
Ed.) lesbian organisation that flourished
in Cape Town in 1983 - 85, may be
iutetested to know that the organisation
is cited in a publication entitled "The
struggle for democracy: :1 study of com,
munity organisations in Greater Cape
Town from the 19605 to 1985", publish-
ed by U.W.C.’s Centre for Adult and
Continuing Education. In a listing
headed "Special Interest Organisations",
LILACS is described thus: "Aim1'l‘u
provide a nou—hostile envimument for
lesbian women in Cape Town: to fight
homophobia in society, and the isolation
of individual lesbians. Activities:
Newsletter, fortnightly meetings. out-
reach progmnme."

NEWS FROM GLOW
The Gay and Lesbian Organisation ofthe
Witwatersrand reports that they have
recently had contact with gays in Giyani
and Mankweug in the Northern
Transvaal. A GLOW member was in-
vited to speak to gatherings at two col-
leges of education in this area with
regard to the setting up of ptogtessive
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omy cases

gay/lesbian organisations. One of the
main problems facing these people Is
that the college students live thmughoul
a widely dispersed axea, which makes
organising difficult.

LESBIAN SEXUALITY GROUP

The Lesbian Sexuality Group recently
decided to become a sub—group within
OLGA. This amngement seems dcs»
lined to be of mutual benefit to both
gmups‘

The Lesbian Sexuality Group meets on
the second Wednesday of every month
at 7.30pm, at 12 Nuttall Rd, Obser—
vatory. Contact person: Christen tct.
4622358 (h).

WOMEN’S SPACE

Starting [mm April 3, the Observatory
late-nite coffee bal' The Joint has been
holding women-only evenings upstairs
every Tuesday. Thelointisat 79 Lower
Main Rd.

SENSIBLE SINGER

U.S. vocalist Dolly Patton was Ieporled
in the Cape Times (21/4) as having
reacted to "hurtful" rumours about her
close telatiunship with the woman who
usually partners her to functions, one
Judy Ogle. Ms Patton is quoted as
saying: "There is nothing but beauty in
my xelationship with Judy." Right on,
Dolly - isn’t it great not being straight?
(Some mistake, surely7~Ed.)

THE Grahamstown Supreme Court
has found that harsh sentences are
no tonge! appropriate {0r homosex-
ua’ity between Consenung adults.
The com also criticised :1 regional

court magistrate {0r saying that in»
decent acts with children were rife,
but this ruling has come under me
from lawyers,
Mr Jusuce Jansen, Silung wim Mr

Justice Cooper, was heanng an m
pen] by a 22»ywmd Grahamstown
man, Duncan Guy Morris, against
his sentencing to an effective thra-
yearjail term on 10 counts of sodo—
my. Both courts drew a distinction
between those counts invotvmg
adults or nemvadults, and those in-
volvmg children,
In those cases involving adulu,

m: Supreme Court said ma: impri-
35 gonmem was “not a proper sentence
fl In modern days for a first o({ender
% Convtcted of sodomy, especially

where the initiative came from the

By PETER AUF DER HEYDE

other party. where bath parties are
adults and the act ts committed in
private."
Although most people who had

heterosexual relazionships might
find new of sodomy unaccepmbte
and reprehensible, 1! had to be ac-
cepmd mm times had changed.
“We Cannot close our eyes, how-

ever, 10 the fact that seciery accepts
that Lhere are individuals who have
homosexuai tend: and who
form mumate relationships with
those of their own sex,“ the judges
said
They cited other court :5 where

homnsexuality was being decriminr
altsed, and said m m: subject was
being more openly discussed. The
sentence on these counts was ISv
duced to 3 R200 fine, or SIX months
in jail suspended for me years

Decriminahse

homosexual

conduct
By ANTHONY Jormsou
Pnlmcat Covrespnndent

mmosmxtw 'onduct bmwuen mmenung auuns
stmuk} beavcnm mnsm mordmgtoumuome or
a pnvm menu!) mutton uumduccu mln the
House of Assommy yesterday by me Dcnlocrattc
Party MP to.» Huughlon. Mr Tony Lee."
The motion mbmus u Cmmnaltsutg homosex-

uul Eunduct h(‘lwruu Co «mg adults wag.
o Discriminatory ugmns 4mg um» adult popu-

momt‘x'umued the stale into me sphere or pmate
nmduut .
Impossmlu Io mm and brought me law mm

sud infurltmtmu about Hm amend o!

n 52ml mu lt-unl pmhlblttun rutnnng m
m conduct was w unequal and w

tires. in in operation - he Di’ |< cnmmlt’t‘vd m
mmdmmmnaunu m an at -. of cm: nre

ow; TyMES lb. 



THESLOW ACETOLIBERATION
This essay by Tseko Simon Nkoli, chairperson of the Gay and Les
from GLOWLETTER, March 1990. With thanks.

     I am frequently asked, "Why aren’t
more black Le. its and Gays active
in mlr community?" I never have the
right answer, but here are some

thoughts.

Black people come from communities
where homosexuality is not often dis-
cussed‘ Ir anything is mentioned, it is
only condemnation or denial: "There are
no Gays in the black community." How
can people believe that?
I have heard many comments from black
people about Gays and Lesbians. Some
say that we are perverts, others that Gay
men are nfmid of Women. We are mad,
sick or "influenced by the whites" to be
Gay. Others say that we are "middle-
class" people and therefore to be
delested. I deny all these statements
against us. All I can say is that Gay and
Lesbian people are here simply to live
their lives. they have been here since the
beginning ofthe world and shall remain.
All we want is to be accepted as normal
people.

Still no answer to the question, I was
brought up in a poor family and went to
High School Like other kids. I noticed all
the mcial discrimination and untest in
the black townships. Coming to the city
of Johannesburg, I saw black people
being subjected to detention for being in
the wmug place at the wrong time. I
don‘t know if it was mcism or "elassism"
but unless I Was aggTessive in posture
and Well-dressed, I was treated shabbily.
A small example: in shops, my change
was always set on the counter, never in
my hand. I could have been treated
worse was my sexual orientation known.

Is this ueatment an answer to the ques-
tion? Is there a distrust of white people
by many blacks which prevents them
from joining forces in the Gay and Les—

 

bian struggle? There is a feeling that all
white people are prejudiced and that they
pay little attention to black people. One
should not Wonder Why them is a dis-
tance and misunderstanding. I have
been accused by some black people of
letting whites control my mind. This
accusation nearly led to a resignation by

some members. Only by discussion
leading to undemtandiug Was this prob»
lem solved‘
Another possible answer is that a black
Gay or Lesbian person having been
"uplifted" (to use the latest buzzword for
self~improvemen0 may enjoy improved
Living standaxds such as a good home,
food, clothes and car "in the closet", and
may not wish to leave that closet to take
part in Gay Liberation activities.
Sexual orientation equality is not as im-
portant for black people as racial
equality. A black person may ‘wish to
mix in exclusively black straight social
groupings rather than be a (racial)
minority in a Gay group.
Some black people dislike taking direc-
tion from white people, some lesbiam
[torn men. Having suffeled under their
white/male/sttaight boss all day, they
feel that leisure time is not for being an
"underling" in a Gay group.

bian Association of the Witwatersrand, is reprinted

   

 

  

I am encouraged by the "Black and
White Men Together" group in the USA.
I met membets Of this group on my
recent visit to that country. Tbexe is a
good working relationship between all
members of the organisation. If only
that relationship can be further
developed in GLOW, the pace of libem-
tion can be much accelerated.
If there are difl‘erences of opinion within
the group such as those about "Drag
Queens". only discussion and under-
standing will help us to go forward
One question has led to more questions.
Has anybody thexe an answer for me?

OLGA NEWS welcomes
contributions: poetry, ar-
ticles, cartoons, letters,
news, etc.

Contributions can be sent
c/o OLGA(adress below)‘
Should you wish to sub-
scribe, send your name and
address with the sum of
R5,00 to the same address

 

    
  

 

I set a man .‘n uniform
Zn‘ttn‘nj yaw “f“: b“
beware: m my land
55w— heart“.

  

  

 
  

'wa sons and raw
s‘haal irrefut-
Mm.” mud”.
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